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Abstract

Facial expressions exhibit not only facial feature motions,
but also subtle changes in illumination and appearance (e.g.,
facial creases and wrinkles). These details are important vi-
sual cues, but they are difficult to synthesize. Traditional ex-
pression mapping techniques consider feature motions while
the details in illumination changes are ignored. In this pa-
per, we present a novel technique for facial expression map-
ping. We capture the illumination change of one person’s
expression in what we call an expression ratio image (ERI).
Together with geometric warping, we map an ERI to any
other person’s face image to generate more expressive facial
expressions.
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1 Introduction

Facial expressions exhibit not only facial feature motions,
but also subtle changes in illumination and appearance (e.g.,
facial creases and wrinkles). These details are important
visual cues, but they are difficult to synthesize.

One class of methods to generate facial expressions with
details is the morph-based approaches and their exten-
sions [2, 14, 16, 3]. The main limitation is that this ap-
proach can only generate expressions in-between the given
expressions through interpolation. If we only have someone’s
neutral face, we would not be able to generate this person’s
facial expressions using morph-based methods.

Another popular class of techniques, known as expression
mapping ( performance-driven animation) [4, 10, 20, 13],
does not have such limitation. It can be used to animate 2D
drawings and images, as well as textured or non-textured 3D
face models. The method is very simple. Given an image of a
person’s neutral face and another image of the same person’s
face with an expression. The positions of the face features
(eyes, eye brows, mouths, etc.) on both images are located
either manually or through some automatic method. The
difference vector is then added to a new face’s feature posi-
tions to generate the new expression for that face through
geometry-controlled image warping [21, 2, 10]. One problem
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with such geometric-warping-based approach is that it only
captures the face feature’s geometry changes, completely ig-
noring illumination changes. The resulting expressions do
not have the expression details such as wrinkles. These de-
tails are actually very important visual cues, and without
them, the expressions are less expressive and convincing.

Figure 1: Expression mapping with expression details. Left:
neutral face. Middle: result from geometric warping. Right:
result from our method.

As an example, Figure 1 shows a comparison of an expres-
sion with and without the expression details. The left image
is the original neutral face. The one in the middle is the ex-
pression generated using the traditional expression mapping
method. The image on the right is the expression generated
using the method to be described in this paper. The feature
locations on the right image are exactly the same as those
on the middle image, but because there are expression de-
tails, the right image looks much more convincing than the
middle one.

In this paper, we present a novel technique to capture the
illumination change of one person’s expression and map it to
any different person to generate more expressive facial ex-
pressions. The critical observation is that the illumination
change resulting from the change of surface normal can be
extracted in a skin-color independent manner by using what
we call an expression ratio image (ERI). This ERI can then
be applied to any different person to generate correct illumi-
nation changes resulted from the geometric deformation of
that person’s face.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We
describe the related work in next section. We then introduce
the notion of the expression ratio image (ERI) in Section 3.
In Section 4, we describe techniques to filter ERI to remove
the noises caused by pixel mis-alignment. Some experimen-
tal results are shown in Section 5. We conclude the paper
with a discussion of the limitations of our approach and a
proposal for future research directions.
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2 Related work

Besides the work mentioned in the introduction, there has
been a lot of other work on facial expression synthesis. For
an excellent overview, see [13]. The physically-based ap-
proach is an alternative to expression mapping. Badler and
Platt [1] used a mass-and-spring model to simulate the skin
and muscles. Extensions and improvements to this technique
have been reported in [19, 18, 9].

Marschner et al. [11] used the color ratio between the ren-
dered image pairs under the old and new lighting conditions
to modify photographs taken under the old lighting condi-
tion to generate photographs under the new lighting condi-
tion. In a similar spirit, Debevec [5] used the color difference
(instead of ratio) between the synthesized image pairs with
and without adding a synthetic object to modify the original
photograph.

Given a face under two different lighting conditions and
another face under the first lighting condition, Riklin-Raviv
and Shashua [15] used color ratio (called quotient image)
to generate an image of the second face under the second
lighting condition. Stoschek [17] combined this technique
with image morphing to generate the re-rendering of a face
under continuous changes of poses or lighting directions.

The work reported in this paper handles geometrical de-
formations under constant lighting rather than changing
lighting condition with fixed geometry as in the previous
works. As far as we know, this is the first technique that is
capable of mapping one person’s facial expression details to
a different person’s face.

3 Expression ratio image

For any point p on a surface Π, let n denote its normal.
Assume there are m point light sources. Let li,1 ≤ i ≤ m,
denote the light direction from p to the ith light source, and
Ii its intensity. Suppose the surface is diffuse, and let ρ be
its reflectance coefficient at p. Under the Lambertian model,
the intensity at p is

I = ρ

m∑

i=1

Iin · li (1)

After the surface is deformed, the intensity at p becomes

I ′ = ρ

m∑

i=1

Iin′ · l′i (2)

where n′ is the normal at p after deformation, and l′i is the
light direction after deformation.

From Equations (1) and (2), we have

I ′

I
=

∑m
i=1 Iin′ · l′i∑m
i=1 Iin · li (3)

We denote

� ≡
∑m

i=1 Iin′ · l′i∑m
i=1 Iin · li . (4)

�, which is a real function defined over Π, is called the ex-
pression ratio image (ERI) of Π. From (3), we have

I ′ = �I (5)

for each point on the surface Π.

Notice that � is independent of the reflectance coefficients.
Equation (5) holds for any reflectance function of the sur-
face Π. So for any unknown reflectance function, if we know
the illumination before deformation, then we can obtain its
illumination after deformation by simply multiplying the ex-
pression ratio image � with the illumination before deforma-
tion.

Let us now consider how to map one person’s expression
to another. Given two people’s faces A and B, assume for
every point on A, there is a corresponding point on B which
has the same meaning (eye corners, mouth corners, nose tip,
etc). By applying Equation (3) to A and B at each point,
we have

I ′
a

Ia
=

∑m
i=1 Iin′

a · l′ia∑m
i=1 Iina · lia (6)

and

I ′
b

Ib
=

∑m
i=1 Iin′

b · l′ib∑m
i=1 Iinb · lib (7)

Since human faces have approximately the same geometri-
cal shape, if they are in the same pose, their surface normals
at the corresponding positions are roughly the same, that is,
na ≈ nb and n′

a ≈ n′
b, and the lighting direction vectors are

also roughly the same, that is, lia ≈ lib and l′ia ≈ l′ib. Under
this assumption, we have

I ′
a

Ia
≈ I ′

b

Ib
(8)

Of course, if A and B have exactly the same shape, the above
equation is exact, not approximate. The approximation er-
ror increases with the shape difference between two faces and
with the pose difference when the images are taken.

Let A and A′ denote the images of A’s neutral face and ex-
pression face, respectively. Let B denote the image of person
B’s neutral face, and B′ the unknown image of his/her face
with the same expression as A′. Furthermore, if we assume
these images have been aligned, then by (8), we have

B′(u, v)
B(u, v)

=
A′(u, v)
A(u, v)

(9)

where (u, v) are the coordinates of a pixel in the images.
Therefore, we have

B′(u, v) = B(u, v)
A′(u, v)
A(u, v)

(10)

More realistically, the images are usually taken in different
poses with possibly different cameras, and so are usually not
aligned. In order to apply the above equations, we have
to align them first. In summary, given images Ã, Ã′, B̃
which have not been aligned, we have the following algorithm
for facial expression mapping which captures illumination
changes.

Step 1. Find the face features of Ã, Ã′ and B̃ (either man-
ually or using some automatic method)

Step 2. Compute the difference vector between the feature
positions of Ã′ and Ã. Move the features of B̃ along
the difference vector, and warp the image accordingly.
Let Bg be the warped image. This is the traditional
expression mapping based on geometric warping.

Step 3. Align Ã and Ã′ with Bg through image warping,
and denote the warped images by A and A′.
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Step 4. Compute ratio image �(u, v) = A′(u,v)
A(u,v) .

Step 5. Set B′ = �Bg for every pixel.

This algorithm requires three warping operations for each
input image B. When applying the same expression to many
people, we can save computation by pre-computing the ratio
image with respect to A or A′. During expression mapping
for a given image B, we first warp that ratio image to Bg

and then multiply the warped ratio image with Bg. In this
way, we only perform warping twice, instead of three times,
for every input image.

3.1 Colored lights

In the above discussion, we only considered the monochro-
matic lights. For colored lights, we apply exactly the same
equations to each R, G and B component of the color im-
ages, and compute one ERI for each component. During
expression mapping, each ERI is independently applied to
the corresponding color component of the input image.

If all the light sources have the same color but only differ
in magnitude, it is not difficult to find that the three ERIs
are equal to each other. To save computation, we only need
to compute one ERI in this case.

3.2 Comments on different lighting conditions

If the lighting conditions for A and B are different, Equation
(10) does not necessarily hold. If, however, there is only an
intensity scaling while the light directions are the same, the
equation is still correct. This probably explains why our
method works reasonably well for some of the images taken
under different lighting environment.

In other cases, we found that performing color histogram
matching [8] before expression mapping is helpful in reducing
some of the artifacts due to different lighting conditions. In
addition, we found that the result is noisy if we directly apply
the three color ERIs. A better solution that we use is to
first convert RGB images into the YUV space [7], compute
the ratio image only for the Y component, map it to the
Y component of the input image, and finally convert the
resulting image back into the RGB space.

An even better solution would be to use sophisticated re-
lighting techniques such as those reported in [6, 12, 15].

4 Filtering

Since image alignment is based on image warping controlled
by a coarse set of feature points, misalignment between A
and A′ is unavoidable, resulting in a noisy expression ratio
image. So we need to filter the ERI somehow to clean up
the noise while not smoothing out the wrinkles. The idea
is to use an adaptive smoothing filter with little smoothing
in expressional areas and strong smoothing in the remaining
areas.

Since A and A′ have been roughly aligned, their intensities
in the non-expressional areas should be very close, i.e., the
correlation is high, while their intensities in the expressional
areas are very different. So for each pixel, we compute a
normalized cross correlation c between A and A′, and use
1 − c as its weight.

After the weight map is computed, we run an adaptive
Gaussian filter on the ERI. For pixels with a large weight,
we use a small window Gaussian filter so that we do not
smooth out the expressional details. For pixels with a small

weight, we use a large window to smooth out the noise in
the ERI.

We could descretize the weights into many levels and as-
sign a different window size for each level. But in practice
we found that it is enough to use just two levels.

5 Results

In this section, we show some test results. For each image,
we manually put mark points on the face features. Figure 2
shows an example of the mark points. Currently only the
points are used as features for image warping while the line
segments in the figure are only for display purpose. We
use the texture mapping hardware to warp an image from
one set of markers to another by simply applying Delauney
triangulation to the mark points. This method is fast but
the resulting image quality is not as good as with other more
advanced image warping techniques [2, 10].

Figure 2: The mark points.

For the first example, we map the thinking expression of
the middle image in Figure 3 to a different person’s neutral
face which is the left image of Figure 4. The middle image of
Figure 4 is the result from the traditional geometrical warp-
ing. The right image is the result of our method. We can see
that the wrinkles due to the skin deformation between the
eyebrows are nicely captured by our method. As a result,
the generated expression is more expressive and convincing
than the middle one obtained with geometric warping.

Figure 3: An expression used to map to other people’s faces.
The image on the right is its expression ratio image. The
ratios of the RGB components are converted to colors for
display purpose.

Figure 1 in Section 1 shows an example of mapping the
expression displayed in Figure 5(a). The left image is her
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Figure 4: Mapping a thinking expression. Left: neutral face.
Middle: result from geometric warping. Right: result from
ERI.

neutral face. Our result (the right image of Figure 1) con-
tains the visual effects of skin deformations around the nose
and mouth region. It is clearly a more convincing smile than
the middle image which is generated by geometric warping.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 5: Expressions used to map to other people’s faces.

Figure 6 shows the result of mapping the sad expression
in Figure 5(c). The right image in Figure 6 is the result
generated by using our method, while the result from ge-
ometric warping is shown in the middle. The right image
clearly shows a sad/bitter expression, but we can hardly see
any sadness from the middle image.

Figure 7 shows the result of mapping a raising-eyebrow
expression in Figure 5(d). We can see that the wrinkles on
the forehead are mapped nicely to the female’s face.

Figure 8 shows the result of mapping the frown expression
in Figure 5(e) to an already smiling face (the left image in
Figure 8). Because the frown expression is in a separate
face region from the existing smile expression, the mapping
works quite well and the resulting expression is basically the
sum of the two different expressions.

Figure 9 shows an example of mapping expressions un-
der different lighting conditions. The thinking expression

Figure 6: Mapping of a sad expression. Left: neutral face.
Middle: result from geometric warping. Right: result from
ERI.

Figure 7: Mapping of a raising-eyebrow expression. Left:
neutral face. Middle: result from geometric warping. Right:
result from ERI.

in Figure 5(f) is mapped to the neutral face in Figure 9.
These two images were taken in different lighting environ-
ment. Again, the image on the right is the result using our
method. We can see that the wrinkles between and above
the two eyebrows are mapped quite well to the target face.
The resulting expression clearly exhibits the visual effects of
eyebrow crunching.

In Figure 10, 11, and 12, we show the results of mapping
the smile expression in Figure 5(b) to different faces. Fig-
ure 10 shows this smile expression being mapped to a male’s
face. The left image is the neutral face. The middle image
is generated using geometric warping and we can see that
the mouth-stretching does not look natural. The image on
the right is generated using our method. The illumination
changes on his two cheek bones and the wrinkles around his

Figure 8: Mapping a frown expression to a smile expression.
Because the two expressions are in separate face regions, the
mapping is almost equivalent to the sum of the two expres-
sions. Left: the existing expression. Middle: result from
geometric warping. Right: result from ERI.
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Figure 9: Expression mappings with different lighting con-
ditions. Left: neutral face. Middle: result from geometric
warping. Right: result of ERI.

mouth create the visual effects of skin-bulging. It exhibits a
more natural and convincing smile.

Figure 10: Mapping a smile. Left: neutral face. Middle:
result from geometric warping. Right: result from ERI.

Figure 11 shows the result of mapping the same smile
expression in Figure 5(b) to Mona Lisa. The left image in
Figure 11 is the image generated by Seize and Dyer [16] using
their view morphing technique (we scanned the picture from
their paper). The image on the right is the result generated
using our method. The wrinkles around her two mouth cor-
ners make her smile look more natural and convincing than
the one in the middle which is generated using geometric
warping.

Figure 11: Mapping a smile to Mona Lisa’s face. Left: “neu-
tral” face. Middle: result from geometric warping. Right:
result from ERI.

Figure 12 shows the results of mapping the smile expres-
sion of Figure 5(b) to two statues. The images of both
statues are downloaded from the web. The wrinkle around

her left mouth corner and illumination changes on the left
cheek are mapped nicely to both statues. The more subtle
wrinkle around her right mouth corner is mapped to (b) as
well. However, it does not get mapped to (a) because of the
shadow on this statue’s right face.

(a) (b)

Figure 12: Mapping expressions to statues. (a)Left: original
statue. (a)Right: result from ERI. (b)Left: another statue.
(b)Right: result from ERI.

When the poses of the two faces are different, the mapping
may fail. Figure 13 shows such an example. (a), (b) and (c)
are the same neutral faces with different poses. (e) and (f)
are the results of mapping expression (d) to (b) and (c),
respectively. Notice that the original expression in (d) has a
dimple on his right face. Because the pose of (b) is different
from (a), the dimple in (e) is not as clear as in the original
expression. The difference between the poses of (c) and (a)
is even larger and the dimple does not get mapped at all.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 13: Expression mapping may fail when the poses are
too far apart. (a), (b), and (c): neutral faces with different
poses. (e): result of mapping (d) to (b). (f): result of
mapping (d) to (c).

6 Conclusions

We have shown that expression ratio image is an effective
technique to enhance facial expression mapping with illu-
mination changes. An expression ratio image can capture
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subtle but visually important details of facial expressions.
The resulting facial expressions are significantly more ex-
pressive and convincing than the traditional expression map-
ping based on geometric warping.

The proposed approach can be extended to facial expres-
sion mapping for 3D textured face models. In this case, we
only need to apply ERIs to the texture image, and we can
obtain more expressive facial expressions for 3D facial ani-
mation.

This technique also applies to shaded 3D face models.
One could map expressions between synthetic face models,
as well as map between real face expressions and synthetic
face models.

7 Limitations and future directions

One limitation of this method is in dealing with different
lighting conditions. Even though we had some success of
applying ERI to expressions under different lighting envi-
ronment with the help of histogram matching, a more gen-
eral solution is to use advanced relighting techniques such
as [6, 12, 15].

Currently the image marks are very sparse. It is desir-
able to add line and curve features for better facial feature
correspondences. We are planning to implement better im-
age warping techniques such as those reported in [2, 10].
Better image warping should reduce the artifacts of the
triangulation-based warping method that we currently use.
We also hope that better image warping technique together
with line and curve features will improve pixel correspon-
dences. High-quality pixel correspondences could reduce the
need of ratio image filtering, thus allowing more expression
details to be captured in an ERI.
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